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1.0 Introduction 
  

Customers performing GMSC updates or similar should have already attended a Squire Technologies 

Training session, and/or should have suitable knowledge to apply configuration.  This document is 

an introductory guide to GMSC related configuration activity. 

Preceding this document we would encourage you to familiarise yourself with our SVI-MS Guide 

which is viewable at Click HERE using your previously provided login details. 

 

1.1 What is a GMSC 

 

The Gateway Mobile Switching Centre (GMSC) is a special kind of switch that is used to route calls 

outside the mobile network. Whenever a call for a mobile subscriber comes from outside the 

mobile network, or the subscriber wants to make a call to somebody outside the mobile network 

the call is routed through the GMSC.  

 
 
 
The SVI GMSC is a flexible Gateway MSC that enables operators to deliver traffic for mobile 

termination by direct interconnection with key entities in the mobile network sub-system. All 

mobile-to-mobile calls and those from other networks for mobiles must leverage the GMSC in order 

to determine the location of the target mobile. 

 

1.2 SIP only GMSC 
 

Squire GMSC can be deployed to support only SIP call control or both SIP and ISUP call controls. 

https://www.squire-technologies.co.uk/docs/userguide/SVI-MS_UserGuide.pdf
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SIP only configuration is designed for IP networks. A basic deployment diagram would look like this: 

 

 

1.3 SIP/SIP-I and ISUP GMSC 
 

SIP and ISUP configuration is designed to integrate within both TDM and IP networks. This 

configuration requires the addition of another Squire network element called SVI-MG. A basic 

deployment diagram would look like this: 
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1.4 Accessing the SVI 
  

You will be able to access the unit via a web browser (please note, Internet Explorer and Safari are 

not currently supported).  Enter the system IP Address (if single plane system) and VIP IP Address (if 

redundant system) directly into a web browsers and you will see the login screen shown in Figure 1.  

 

 

The default credentials are as 

follows:  

The username is ‘root’ 

and the password is ‘squireSVI’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now that the SVI-MS has been successfully accessed you are ready to move on to the next stage of 

this user guide. 

 

1.5 Key Terms 
 

The following is a list of some of the basic terms you will come across in this user guide, and what 

they mean: 

Resources: Resources are components of the product. For example, a VoIP Destination 

is a Resource. 

Wizards:  As there are many resources with potentially hundreds of attributes, the 

SVI-MS provides Wizards for setting up the most common configuration 

elements. These Wizards allow the configuration of one or more resources 

at once with a simplified interface. 

Derived Resources: Derived Resources is the term given to resources that are directly 

configured by other Resources and Wizards. For example, when you create 

a SIP Endpoint, you will automatically create a Hunt Group, which means 

that Hunt Groups are a Derived Resource of the SIP Endpoint Wizard. Where 

a Derived Resource is mentioned, this user guide will direct you to an 

Appendix for an exact definition of the resource in question. 

Figure 1: GUI Login Screen 
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Commit: “Commit” will save changes to the SVI and apply them real time. When 

changes have been successfully committed, you’ll see a “Commit 

complete” popup. 

SIP Stacks: A SIP Stack contains the IP Address and Port to form the listening address 

on the SBC. Two SIP Stacks come preconfigured on this SBC, but if you wish 

to create further SIP Stacks, this User Guide will explain how. 

SIP Endpoints: These Endpoints are where your traffic will be sent to and from by the SBC. 

They can be Static, i.e. their IP Address will remain the same, or 

Registering, meaning they can be originating from different IP Addresses. 

There are no SIP Endpoints pre-configured on the SBC, so this User Guide 

will explain how they can be created. 

Hunt Groups: A Hunt Group is a collection of SIP Endpoints (though it can be a single 

Endpoint) which will ring either together or sequentially depending on the 

End-Users configuration. 

SQL Routing: Prefixes and all other routing related items are stored in Squire’s SQL 

routing engine. By default all tables are empty except Global tables where 

defaults are defined. Routing is usually configured during Installation phase 

according to customer’s Checklist. 
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2.0 Configuring SIP Stacks 
To run a GMSC service you will have multiple SIP Stacks configured onto the IP Address, as shown in 

Figure 2.  

In order to create a new SIP Stack, you’ll need to use the Configuration tab. To begin, use the 

following navigation:  Wizard -> Endpoints -> SIP Stack, which will present the screen shown in 

Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Configuring SIP Stacks 

 

By default the settings shown in figure 3 below will be displayed on the wizard.  

SIP Stacks are preconfigured on the SBC when it is deployed, with the information given in the 

installation checklist. 
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If you are choosing to create a new SIP Stack, click “New” and fill in the details. 

Upon clicking “Create” you will return to the screen shown in Figure 2. You will need to 

press “Commit” button to apply the changes to the SVI.   

Clicking on one of your created SIP Stacks will take you to the following screen which indicates that 

IPs and VoIP Stacks have been created as Derived Resources. 

Figure 3: SIP Stack default settings 

Figure 4: SIP Stack with Derived Resources 
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3.0 Configuring SIP Endpoints  
The next stage is to configure SIP Endpoints. You can perform this action using two different 

Wizards:  

SIP Endpoint (Registering)  or  

SIP Endpoint (Static IP). 

This will be dependent on the SIP service required 

SIP Endpoint (Registering): Based on Username/Password Authentication 

SIP Endpoint (Static IP): Based on IP/Port 

 

3.1  Creating a new SIP Endpoint (Static IP) 

In order to create a new SIP Endpoint, you will stay in the Configuration tab and navigate to: 

Wizard -> Endpoints -> SIP Endpoint (Static IP), which will display the screen below.  

 

 

Upon getting to this screen, click “New” to create your SIP Endpoint. This Wizard is used to 

configure SIP Endpoints which will receive or send call traffic from the SVI.  

Figure 5: Creating SIP Endpoints (Static IP) 
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Not all attributes have to be defined in each configuration as some can be left blank.  The following 

is a brief overview of the fields you see here and their respective purposes: 

Name:   First give the Wizard a Name that is easy to remember for future reference. 

id: This attribute is used to identify the SIP Endpoint within the SVI-MS and should be 

given a unique and meaningful name. If this field is left blank, the “name” 

attribute will be used to populate it. 

Stack: From the drop down Stack menu select the desired stack which this endpoint will 

run its service to. 

 

Figure 7: Stack Options 

Address: Define the IP address of the VoIP destination. 

Port Define the IP Port of the VoIP destination. Default Port 5060. 

Figure 6: SIP Endpoint (Static IP) Wizard 
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Host Name This allows for a user defined string to be used instead of the IP address for all 

outgoing URI method requests. 

Call Control From the drop down menu CallControl select the SIP call control 

 

Figure 8: Call Control Options 

If the SIP Call Control isn't available from the drop down menu a new CallControl 

resource will need to be configured by clicking  

Proxy media This is to ensure that all media will be passed through the SBC for the Endpoint. 

Due to the nature of the SBC product, this box will always need to be ticked to 

enable the effective operation of the SBC. 

Options The Options box allows you to select the additional call features you wish to 

enable.   

Transport Transport protocol. UDP, TCP or TLS 

Tocoptions Out of call OPTIONS method will be sent every Tocoptions seconds. This works as a 

heartbeat to ensure that endpoint is available. If no response is received then the 

VoIP Destination will be taken out of service and will only come back into service 

once an out of call OPTIONS method is received.  

Toptions If Toptions is set to a value in seconds which is greater than zero, when a SIP call is 

in the answer state a heartbeat OPTIONS method is transmitted every Toptions 

second. On no response to the OPTIONS method the call will be cleared. 

MatchDB (ogrulesdp) Is used to define outgoing manipulation rules from using MatchDB resources.  

RetryCount In the event that a call does not connect, this sets the amount of times that the 

call will be retried. 

RetryCause Linked to the RetryCount, the RetryCause allows you to select the conditions which 

will trigger further call attempts.  By default this is set to all, but this box allows 

you to change this. 
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Finished Wizard 

Press “Commit” to apply changes to the SVI. 

 

3.2 Creating a New SIP Endpoint (Registering) 

Registering SIP Endpoint is suitable for authentication based on username and password.  

To create a new Registering SIP Endpoint, please navigate to Wizard -> Endpoints -> SIP Endpoint 

(Registering), which will display the screen below. Click “New” to create a New SIP Endpoint. 

Figure 9: Completed SIP Endpoint (Static) Wizard 
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Not all attributes have to be defined in each configuration as some can be left blank.  The following 

is a quick overview of the fields you see here and their respective purposes: 

Name:   First give the Wizard a Name that is easy to remember for future reference 

id: This attribute is used to identify the SIP Endpoint within the SVI-MS and should be 

given a unique and memorable name. If this field is left blank, the “name” 

attribute will be used to populate it. 

Figure 11: SIP Endpoint (Registering) Screen 

Figure 10: SIP Endpoint (Registering) Wizard 
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Stack: Select the desired stack which this endpoint will run its service to, from the Drop 

down Stack menu  

 

Figure 12: Stack Options 

Call Control From the drop down menu CallControl select the SIP call control 

 

Figure 13: Call Control Options 

If the SIP Call Control isn't available from the drop down menu a new CallControl 

resource will need to be configured by clicking.      We advise leaving defaults 

unchanged in the initial set up phase. 

Proxy media This ensures that all media will be passed through the SBC for the Endpoint. Due to 

the nature of the SBC product, this box will always need to be ticked to enable the 

effective operation of the SBC. 

Options The Options box allows you to select the additional call features you wish to 

enable.  A comprehensive list of these features and their purposes can be found in 

section 2.4 of Appendix A under “Values”.  

Username This is the username used to identify the SIP Endpoint, typically the DDI or CLI 

number. 

Password Enter a password to enable registering of the device with the SVI. This must be 

alpha-numerical. 

Behind NAT Tick this box if your Endpoint is behind a NAT enabled firewall. We recommend 

always ticking this box. 

MatchDB Allows DB parameters to be attached to the Endpoint for the purpose of 

manipulating call parameters for outbound calls. This attribute is created as a 

derived resource when you create Number Normalisation, which is addressed in a 

later section.  Once you have completed the number normalisation, return to this 

section to assign your DB Parameters to your Endpoints. 
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Finished Wizard 

 

Figure 14: Finished SIP Endpoint (Registering) Wizard with Derived Resources 

This is the basic configuration for a Registering SIP Endpoint.  

Click Create and you will then be returned to the SIP Endpoint (Registering) homepage shown in 

Figure 10.  

You will need to press commit for your changes to be applied. 
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4.0 Routing  
With the SIP Endpoints configured, you now need to define Routing.  There are different types of 

routing available on the system: 

 Unidirectional Routing 

 Bidirectional Routing 

 Custom Routing (DbParameter) 

 SQL Routing 

 

4.1 Routing introduction 
GMSC functionality is built into SQL routing engine, however all other routing types can also be 

used on the system. GMSC functionality can only be triggered while using SQL routing. 

Only SQL Routing is detailed in the user guide, all other routing types are outside the scope of this 

document. For the other routing types please consult our SBC User Guide. 

 

4.2 SQL routing 

Configuration and management of SQL routing can be done using GUI’s Routing tab. For bulk 

provisioning using mysql please consult Squire Support. 

SQL routing configuration has its own GUI tab. Changes in this tab are immediately applied to the 

system when “Done” button is clicked. This tab will enable you to perform a wide range of 

configuration such as setting up customers and their configurations, populating routing tables and 

setting up prefixes, routes and actions (routing logic). 

The important tables in this tab are:  

 Customers 

 Routing 

 National Routing 

 Subscribers and  

 Camel Action 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.squire-technologies.co.uk/docs/userguide/SVI-SBC-User-Guide.pdf
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Customer overview screen: 

 

To add a new Customer, use the “New” button fill in a name and press “Done”. 

Then edit the newly created Customer and update the default settings to match your requirements. 

 

To edit an existing Customer, just click on its name in the overview screen. 
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Edit Customer details screen: 
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Routing table screen: 

This is where you can configure routing prefixes and/or wholesale numbers. 

The route is the customer name added in the Customer table.  These need to match (using the drop 

down list available) 

Voicemail numbers, MCA server numbers, International Routes and MSRN ranges need to go in 

Routing table. All the rest of national number ranges (other national operator) need to go in 

NationalRouting. 

 

National Routing screen: 

Routing for national carriers can be done using the NationalRouting configuration available in the 

SQL database. This works similar to the existing Routing configuration but act as a fall-back to 

Routing where no specific match is found in the Routing configuration, this will get used.  

 

Subscriber table screen: 

This is for Subscriber numbers and can only be a complete number. 
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All OWN mobile numbers (individual, full digits) need to go in SubscriberNumber table (This will 

enable you to do subsequent SRI queries in case of call forwards). 

 

Camel Action table screen: 

A table CamelAction was introduced to set specific actions for SRI-SM MAP and CAMEL IDP triggers. 

The table has the columns Prefix, Action and SCCP Cdpn Digits. 

 

Description of Columns: 

Prefix field can hold a full number (e.g.: 4477880000) or a prefix (e.g.:  447788%) which will be the 

starting digits and a “%” symbol to indicate match any with that prefix. This works on a longest 

match format.  

Action is the database query type that needs to be performed. It can be 12 – GSM MAP Send Routing 

Info (SRI) dip or 14 CAMEL InitialDetectionPoint (IDP) Dip.  

SCCP Cdpn Digits will be the sccp cdpn digits used while sending the GMS MAP SRI or CAMEL IDP 

 

Possible action values examples: 

Set the action to 14 (This maps to initial DP Lookup) and the prefix to the number ranges 

required.  This works on a longest match format. 

 

For example to match against an exact number then 

Insert into CamelAction (Prefix, actn) Values (“12345678”,14); 

 

To match against a prefix then  

Insert into CamelAction (Prefix, actn) Values (“1234%”,14); 

 

Set the action to 12 - SRI Lookup to HLR (The default action if no match is found) 

Currently the only time that action 12 would be required is if the following type of ranges would be 

required: 

Numbers starting 1234 require an Initial DP to be sent on receipt of the call, but numbers starting 

12345 require an SRI lookup. This would be configured like: 

Insert into CamelAction (Prefix, actn) Values (“1234%”,14); 

Insert into CamelAction (Prefix, actn) Values (“12345%”,12); 
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5.0 Radius 
The SVI GMSC provides a RADIUS interface allowing for real time accounting with a Radius server. 

The SVI can be upgraded to support different Radius dictionaries. 

 

Routing Criteria are setup to access a given Radius server. Routing Criteria resource should indicate 

if Radius authentication or accounting is required by setting the Radius Authentication/Accounting 

attributes. The Radius accounting attribute can be either Incoming or Outgoing. These two options 

allow for the system to determine if the Radius start and stop accounting will happen for the 

dialled information on the incoming leg or for the dialled information on the outgoing leg which 

may be different from the incoming leg due to database manipulation of the dialled information. 

The Accounting Server field should also be setup to indicate which Radius resource this Routing 

Criteria is to use. Multiple routing criteria can use the same Radius resource. 

 

 

 

Squire GMSC can also be configured to use two Radius servers for redundancy purposes. These 

servers are set up in Active/Standby fashion. All queries are sent to the active server but if this 

becomes unresponsive, GMSC will automatically switch to the secondary one. All subsequent 

queries will be sent to secondary server even if the primary recovers in time. A switchover only 

happens if the currently active server becomes unresponsive. 

 

For help in setting up Radius AA on GMSC please contact Squire Support. 
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6.0 Support 
The SVI-MS user guide provides detailed information on how to operate the SVI product range. This 

section covers setting up the relevant debug information for the SVI GMSC. 

6.1 Debugging Levels 
The following table specifies the debug which should be active to enable Squire Support desk to 

quickly and effectively investigate an issue. 

 Debugging Levels 6.1.1
Issue Task Discriminator PCAP Log File 

SIP protocol issue SIP 
CallControl 

DIS_IP 
DIS_CC_TX 
DIS_CC_RX 

Yes Gateway log 
Wireshark trace 

SCTP protocol issue SCTP DIS_IP 
DIS_SCTP_RX 
DIS_SCTP_TX 

Yes Gateway log 
Wireshark trace 

H323 protocol issue H323 
CallControl 

DIS_H245 
DIS_CC_TX 
DIS_CC_RX 

Yes Gateway log 
Wireshark trace 

MAP protocol issue CallControl 
MAP 

DIS_CC_TX 
DIS_CC_RX 
DIS_MAP_TX 
DIS_MAP_RX 

Yes Gateway log 
Wireshark trace 

Camel protocol issue CallControl 
GSMSSF 

DIS_CC_TX 
DIS_CC_RX 
DIS_GSMSSF 

Yes Gateway log 
Wireshark trace 

Speech Issue SIP 
MGCP 
CallControl 

DIS_IP 
DIS_MGCP 
DIS_SWITCH 
DIS_CC_TX 
DIS_CC_RX 

Yes Gateway log 
MG log  
Wireshark 
 

Routing Issue SIP 
SQL  
Routing* 
SQL debug** 

DIS_IP 
DIS_SQL_TX 
DIS_SQL_RX 

No Gateway log 
 
 
mysql dump** 

*Routing debug is enabled through the options attribute on the Debug resource. This is accessible 

through the GUI Resource tab under the system template. 

**SQL debug can be enabled from mysql shell. Please consult Squire Support for this type of 

debugging. 

 

Within the Debug resource the Options attribute will provide a dialogue box as shown below for 

selecting Routing debug.  
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The Gateway log will output verbose information about the routing decisions made, if assistance is 

required in reading the logs please contact Squire Support. 

 

For any physical or speech issues where a debug recording is required please contact Squire Support 

for assistance with this as it can impact the quality of service enabling this debug. 

 IES (Information Elements) 6.1.2
This option is required to be enabled whenever outputting debug for investigating any issues, the 

information elements options enables the verbose output of the debugging options to see a textual 

decode of the messages within the Gateway log.  

 Detailed 6.1.3
This option is only required for very specific issue where only the hexadecimal directly is required 

to be investigated. The detailed option adds a complete hexadecimal dump of each message 

printed to the Gateway log at the same time.  

 

6.2 Housekeeping 
After running the SVI for any period of time logs and Call Data Records will begin to accumulate. It 

is up to you the customer to put in place measures to ensure these are archived as required for 

your company. Instructions on how to archive logs, CDR’s and backup your system can be found in 

our Maintenance Guide . 

  

https://www.squire-technologies.co.uk/docs/userguide/Squire-SVI-Maintenance-Guide.pdf
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7.0 GMSC Routing Feature 
 

7.1 Introduction 

The Squire GMSC integrates a series of call flow logics based on SIP/SIP-I, MAP and Camel protocols. 

This allows capability of doing SRI queries and sending IDP for calls using the SQL routing.  

The basic logic is to divide the incoming Hunt Groups into two types, Host MVNO or Wholesale. 

These definitions are present in the SQL only and the Hunt Groups don’t have any special 

configuration.  

The feature is supported only when all calls coming into the system are from Hunt Groups. 

Subscriber based calls work but the logic remains same as before and GMSC Routing has no effect 

on Subscriber type of SQL Customers. 

Calls can be either routed directly or routed using the response (Roaming Number of Forwarded To 

Number) for the SRI query. The SRI query response can result in subsequent SRI queries based on 

the configuration (see call forwarding scenarios). 

Since all the calls are coming in through Hunt Groups the SQL Incoming Normalisation feature does 

not need to be used. Pre-routing normalisation if required can be easily done using the ICMatchDb 

on Hunt Group.  

Routing configuration is to be done in such a way that the specific called party numbers like 

Voicemail, MCA server numbers, International Routing and Own MSRN ranges need to be defined in 

the Routing table. The rest of the (national) numbers needs to be defined in the NationalRouting 

table. All the OWN Network numbers need to be defined in SubscriberNumbers table. 

 

7.2 CDR logic  

If SRI/CAMEL transaction changes the CDPN the old number goes into RGN and OCN if it’s empty. 

Then if there is subsequent SRI/CAMEL transaction, the RGN is updated but OCN will remain the 

same as the very first entry it was filled with. 

 

7.3 Turning the GMSC feature on 
The GMSC routing feature can be turned on from the Global table. The parameter is 

EnableGMSCRouting=1. Also Wholesaler_to_Wholesaler=1 flag needs to be turned on. 

Click “Done” after setting both parameters. (There is no Commit button for “Routing” tab. Changes 

are instantly applied to mysql at “Done”.) 
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 Setting up MNO Customer in SQL 7.3.1

The Hunt Group for the MNO Mobile Switching Center (MSC) needs to be configured as Host_MVNO 

type. MNO MSC is the carrier’s MSC hosting the Virtual Operators mobiles and all the call from the 

own mobile subscribers will be passed onto the GMSC by the MNO MSC. All calls terminating to own 

numbers (unless roaming in other networks) need to go from GMSC to MNO MSC. Due to this reason, 

this Hunt Group needs to be specially configured as below. 
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 Setting up all other Customers in SQL 7.3.2

All other Hunt Groups need to be configured as Wholesale type. This will be the normal Hunt Group 

based configuration available in the system. 

 

 Configuring pre-routing normalisation using IC MatchDb 7.3.3

Pre-routing number normalisation can be done using the ICMatchDb attribute of Hunt Group 

resource. This can be used in the same way as Incoming Normalisation feature of SQL routing to do 

various normalisation requirements.  
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 Configuring Routing Criteria resource for SQL routing and SRI 7.3.4

lookup 

Use SCCPDB resource to configure the SCCP Calling number and the SCCP Called number. Only the 

ES, TT, NOA, NP digits are taken from the incoming SETUP. 
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Create a new SCCPDB instance: 

 

Then select this newly created resource in Routing Criteria: 
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The SS7 Stack resource created for the SRI dip should have Service attribute set to SRI/MAP. 

 

 Configuring redundant SS7 Stacks 7.3.5

Parent stack template enables SVI to use multiple stacks for SRI query such that in the event of 

failure of first SS7 stack (destination), the second one will get used. In a similar way, if SRI and 

CAMEL needs to be used and both need to go to different SS7Stack, this same method can be used. 

The SS7Stack created for CAMEL needs to have Service attribute set to INAP/TCAP. This can then be 

added to the Parent SS7 Stack and when the system needs to send CAMEL message, it will identify 

the INAP service flag and use the SS7 Stack for CAMEL. In such a case, make sure that the SS7 

Stacks for SRI request has service attribute set to SRI. All stacks apart from Parent stack should 

have Service GT attribute configured to a desired Global Title Address digit value. This will be going 
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as the SCCP layer calling party Global Title digits for any message going out of SVI through this SS7 

Stack.  

 

 

 

 Configuring Routing  7.3.6

Routing for national carriers can be done using the NationalRouting table. This works similar to the 

normal Routing configuration but act as a fall-back to Routing table (i.e. where no specific match is 

found in the Routing table, NationalRouting will get used).  

Voicemail numbers, MCA server numbers, International Routes and MSRN ranges need to go in 

Routing table.  

All the rest of national number ranges (other national operators) need to go in NationalRouting.  
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All OWN mobile numbers need to go in SubscriberNumber table (this will enable us to do 

subsequent SRI queries in case of call forwards). 

 

 

 

 

 Configuring VoIP Destinations 7.3.7

The VoIP Destination resource need to use SIP-I as the sip protocol in order to use the parameters 

like Nature of Address to decide on whether to do SRI query or not. This is because SIP provides 

limited provisions to indicate the type of number for a call. 
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 Configuring Cause Code Mapping 7.3.8
There is support for cause code mapping between MAP errors coming back in SRI responses and SIP 

error codes using the existing Cause Code Mapping function available. This also includes support for 

handling TCAP Abort (maps internally to error 255) and SCCP UDTS (maps internally to error 128) as 

responses for SRI. This feature is currently not available through the GUI; it can only be set up as 

configuration file. 

Mapping can be displayed in telnet using the below command: 

>show mapping clear itu-map sip <<incoming cause range>> 

It is possible to configure/delete clearing cause mappings on the fly (using tel) but these settings 

won’t be permanent. They revert after a restart. 

The recommended way of configuring Cause Code Mapping is via start-up configuration file. Please 

enquire with Squire Support for help. 

 

 Setting up IVR Customer in SQL 7.3.9
The Hunt Group for the IVR needs to be configured with type MediaServer. This is because of the 

specific logic that is required for handling calls coming from IVR (say towards Customer Care). 

 

 

 

     CAMEL Support 7.3.10
Full CAMEL support for calls involving SRI where SRI response comes back from HLR to SVI with a 

Forwarded To Number (FTN) and CAMEL OCSI/TCSI indication is available in the mainline software. 

Turning on CAMEL support is a per Hunt Group configuration and makes the SVI send a CAMEL IDP to 

the SCP over SS7 and wait for a Connect/Continue response with Destination Routing Address. This 

destination routing address will then replace the Called Party Digits and further routing logic is 

applied using SQL based routing. The Hunt Group option is called “CAMEL-Support”. 
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GUI> Configuration->Resources->Hunt Group 

 

Select required Hunt Group, scroll down to find Options attribute. Click to select CAMEL-Support.  

Click Done. Click Commit. 

 

 

 

A new attribute CAMEL MatchDb has been added to Routing Criteria resource to allow for number 

normalisation post receiving a CAMEL Connect response for CAMEL IDP request. This can be used to 

normalise the Destination Routing Address received in Connect. The option is called “CAMEL 

MatchDb” 

GUI> Configuration->Resources->Routing Criteria 
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Select required Routing Criteria, scroll down to find CAMEL MatchDb attribute. Click to select 

CAMEL-Support.  Click Done. Click Commit. 

 

 

7.4 Debugging CAMEL related issues: 

The CAMEL flow in the SVI is achieved using a new software task called GSMSSF. This task gets 

automatically started if there is an SS7Stack in the system that has services attribute set to TCAP. 

In order to get debug prints in the Gateway logs, a new debug task GSMSSF and a new discriminator 

DIS_GSMSSF has been added to the Debug resource. 
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 Identifying CAMEL messages 7.4.1
In order to decode CAMEL messages properly, the SVI need to know the Subsystem Numbers used 

for CAMEL processing. This can be configured in the SS7Stack resource CAP SSN attribute. This is a 

value array with up to 5 SSN values allowed. The default CAMEL SSN value is 146. Other SSN’s can 

also be used for CAMEL. This parameter will be present in the SCCP layer Called Party GT and SCCP 

layer Calling Party GT parameters. 

GUI->Configuration->Resources->SS7Stack> select the SS7Stack you are using for CAMEL 

 

Scroll down to find the CAP SSN attribute.  

A text box and an Add button allow multiple values to be added into the attribute. Once all values 

are added, scroll up. Click Done. Click Commit. To remove any value from the list, click to select 

the value and click on the red “x” button to remove from list. 
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 Adding Supported CamelPhases into SRI request 7.4.2
A new attribute CAMEL Phases option has been added to SS7 Stack resource to set the supported 

camel phases that needs to be sent in the outgoing SRI requests sent by SVI. Currently supported 

values are Phase 1, Phase 2, Phase 3 and Phase 4. Lower versions are set automatically if a higher 

version is selected. Default value is Phase 2.  

E.g. selecting Phase 3 will set Phase1, Phase 2 and Phase 3 in outgoing Send Routing Info message 

inside Camel Info parameter under sub parameter CamelPhases.  
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 Adding Initial DP lookup  7.4.3
If the system is to be used for performing a direct Initial DP lookup without SRI than for a Normal 

Wholesale Customer, with the system configured for GMSC routing, then the following configuration 

will be needed. 

Step1: Under the Routing tab of GUI, click on the CamelAction link to see configured CamelAction 

values. In order to configure a new value click on New. 

 

Step2:  The parameters that need to be configured are Prefix, Action and SCCP Cdpn Digits.  

The Prefix field can hold a full number (E.g. 4477880000) or a prefix (E.g.  447788%). This works on 

a longest match format. Action is the database query type that needs to be performed. It can be 

 12 for GSM MAP Send Routing Info (SRI) dip or  

 14 for CAMEL Initial Detection Point (IDP) dip.  

Configured SCCP Cdpn Digits value will be used while sending the GMS MAP SRI or CAMEL IDP. See 

screenshot below for example. 

Currently the only time that action 12 would be required is if the following type of ranges would be 

required for E.g.  

 numbers starting 1234 require an Initial DP to be sent on receipt of the call, but  

 numbers starting 12345 require an SRI lookup.  

So there will be one entry for 12345% with action 12 and another with 1234% with action 14. 

If just SRI is required, there is no need to configure any range in here as it is the default behaviour. 
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 Send Initial DP (instead of SRI) 7.4.4
To allow to send an initial DP for a call based on Called Numbers the CamelAction table in the 

svi_ms database needs to have the following information. 

 

In this case all calls starting with 31635313025 will have an initialDP sent to the network instead of 

an SRI with SCCP Called Party Number 111223344. 

All calls starting with 316353130251 will have an initialDP sent to the network instead of an SRI 

with SCCP Called Party Number 55667788. 

 

If the actn is set to 12 then an SRI will be sent to get the OSCI or TSCI. 

 

The table has been created with action column to allow expansions to occur and the value in this 

table is used to match the relevant action within the SVI. 

 

 

 Strict checking for SRI and Allowing wild card routing entries 7.4.5
There is a new sql Global table parameter named CheckOwnRangeBeforeSRI. If this is set to 1, the 

following behaviour is expected: 

 SVI will check for valid SubscriberNumbers before sending SRI in case of a multi SRI/CAMEL 

call flow  

 SVI will not look in Routing table if a match is present in SubscriberNumbers table  
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 CAMEL Initial DP parameter manipulation 7.4.6
Squire GMSC allows control over how the parameters sent in the CAMEL Initial DP message are 

generated. This is useful feature while interworking with other SCP vendors which only accept the 

messages with specific parameters present/absent. 

The GMSC product has been advanced to allow for deleting and adding of CAMEL specific 

information into the InitialDP message generated by the GMSC. This is controlled using GSMSSF 

resource. There is only one resource instance possible for GSMSSF. It is designed to work on both 

single and redundant system. 

This feature will allow for: 

 parameters to be deleted (E.g. delete default InitialDpArgExt parameter) as well as  

 adding new parameters that are not included by default (E.g. add a dummy Location 

Information into OCSI IDP). 

Attribute Description 

Status Status of the resource - Always to be set to INS 

Description The description or name of the resource 

Flags Not configured - Internal use - Value Secure indicate that 
resource is check pointed in a redundant system 

OCSI AddParams Parameter – either a Number type of an Ie type can be 
specified in this attribute to be added into any OCSI IDP 
generated by the GMSC. Parameters are comma separated. 
 
Max length of string : 1400 

OCSI DeleteParams Comma separated list of Ie’s that are to be removed from 
the default OCSI IDP message generated by GMSC. 
Max length of string : 500 

TCSI AddParams Parameter – either a Number type of an Ie type can be 
specified in this attribute to be added into any TCSI IDP 
generated by the GMSC. Parameters are comma separated. 
 
Max length of string : 1400 

TCSI DeleteParams Comma separated list of Ie’s that are to be removed from 
the default OCSI IDP message generated by GMSC. 
 
Max length of string : 500 

Options GSMSSF resource specific Options 
OCSI-Include-Called-Party-BCD - If set the GMSC will include 
the called party digits as Called Party BCD number 
parameter in the outgoing IDP instead of the default of 
Called Party Number parameter. This is applicable only for 
OCSI IDP message generated by GMSC. 

 

 

7.4.6.1  Parameter List allowed for DeleteParams: 

Parameter Description 

ServiceKey Service Key parameter 

CalledAddress Called Address parameter 

CalledAddressBCD Called Party BCD Number parameter 
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CallingAddress Calling Address parameter 

LocationNumber Location Number parameter 

OrigCdNum Original Called Party Address Digits parameter. Applicable 
for call forwarding scenario. 

FwdIndicators Call Forwarding Indicator parameter. 

RedirectNum Redirection Number parameter. Applicable for call 
forwarding scenario. 

RedirectInfo Redirection Info parameter. Applicable for call forwarding 
scenario. 

IMSI IMSI parameter 

MSCAddress MSC Address parameter with GMSC Address digits 

cpc Calling party Category parameter 

bearer Bearer capability parameter 

EventType Event Type parameter – CollectedInfo(2) for OCSI IDP. 
Terminating Attempt Authorised(12) for TCSI IDP. 

BasicServiceCode Bearer service code parameter. 

CallReference Call Reference Number generated by GMSC 

TimeAndZone Time and Time zone generated by GMSC 

locationInfo Location Information parameter containing VLR number. 

SubState Subscriber State parameter 

InitialDpArgExt Initial Dp Arg extension parameter with GMSC Address digits 
embedded inside it. 

 

7.4.6.2  Parameter List allowed for AddParams - Ies: 

AddParams attributes for OCSI and TCSI are divided into two categories. These are Number types 

which represent a Digit string and its properties like numbering plan, type of number or nature of 

address indicator and the I.e. type which are hex data representing any information that does not 

classify as a Number.  Examples for Number types include – CalledParty Digits, Calling Party Digits, 

Original Called Number, MSC Address etc. Examples for I.e. type or non-Number type include – 

location Information, Bearer Capability, Service Key etc. 

Parameter List for AddParams – Numbers: 

Parameter Description 

CalledAddress Called Party Address digits parameter. Example format : 
CalledAddress="noa=1,digits=987654321" 

CalledAddressBCD Called party Address BCD digits parameter. 
Example format : 
CalledAddressBCD="noa=1,digits=987654321" 

CallingAddress Calling Party Address digits parameter. 
Example format : 
 CallingAddress="noa=2,digits=1234567891" 

OrigCdNum Original Called Party Address Digits parameter. 
Example Format : 
OriginalCdNum="digits=44766902923" 

RedirectNum Redirection Number Digits parameter. 
Example format : 
RedirectNum="digits=44766902923"  

MSCAddress MSC Address digits parameter. 
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Example format : 
mscAddress="digits=1234567891234567891,ton=2" 

IMSI IMSI digits parameter. 
Example format : 
imsi="digits=12345678901" 

LocationNumber Location Number digits parameter. 
Example format : 
LocationNumber="digits=12345678901" 

 

Parameter List for AddParams – Ies: 

Parameter Description 

ServiceKey Service Key parameter. 
Example format : 
ie="ServiceKey,100" 

cpc Calling party Category parameter. 
Example format : 
ie="cpc,10" 

bearer Bearer Capability parameter. 
Example format : 
ie="bearer,0x80,0x03,0x80,0x90,0xa3" 

EventType Event Type parameter. 
Example format : 
ie="EventType,2" 

BasicServiceCode Basic Service Code parameter. 
Example format: 
ie="BasicServiceCode,17" 

CallReference Call Reference Number parameter. 
Example format : 
ie="CallReference,100,101" 

TimeAndZone Time and TimeZone parameter. 
Example format : 
ie="TimeAndZone,0x02,0x71,0x80,0x32,0x01,0x93,0x12,0x0
0" 

locationInfo Location Info parameter. 
Example format : 
ie="locationInfo,0x02,0x01,0x2c,0x81,0x05,0x91,0x48,0x09,
0x40,0x21,0xa3,0x09,0x80,0x07,0x54,0xf2,0x10,0x27,0x6d,
0x3c,0xdc" 

SubState Subscriber State parameter. 
Example format: 
ie="SubState,0" 

InitialDpArgExt Initial Dp Arg Ext parameter with GMSC Address embedded 
inside. 
Example format : 
ie=" 
InitialDpArgExt,0x81,0x07,0x91,0x12,0x23,0x31,0x12,0x23,0
xf1” 

RedirectInfo Redirection Information parameter. 
Example format : 
ie=" RedirectInfo,100,101" 

FwdIndicators Forward Call Indicators parameter. 
Example format : 
ie=" FwdIndicators,100,101" 
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8.0 GMSC Routing flowcharts 
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9.0 GMSC Call flow examples 
 

9.1 SIP-SIP normal call 

This call flow represents SIP-SIP direct call without SRI or CAMEL interaction involved. 

 

9.2 SIP-SIP single SRI lookup 

This call flow represents normal SIP-SIP call with single SRI Lookup that returns MSRN and call 

routes out. 

 

9.3 SIP-SIP two SRI Lookups 

This flow call represents normal SIP-SIP call with two SRI Lookup – First lookup Returns FTN and 

second returns MSRN 
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9.4 SIP-SIP with single CAMEL OCSI lookup without SRI – Connect received 

This call flow represents GMSC Originating call with Camel O-CSI and connect received with prefix 

and MSRN. 

Call routed out to SIP with either prefix and MSRN or just MSRN. Apply charging reports are sent 

periodically on call setup and post answer. 

 

9.5 SIP-SIP with single CAMEL OCSI lookup, SRI Lookup and MSRN received  

This call flow represents CAMEL OCSI lookup first and connect received with Modified Number. Then 

performed SRI lookup with Modified number and get MSRN and prefix. Call routed out to SIP with 

either prefix and MSRN or just MSRN. 

Apply charging reports are sent periodically on call setup and post answer. 
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9.6 SIP-SIP with single CAMEL OCSI lookup – Connect received, SRI Lookup 

returns FTN, and SRI with FTN – MSRN received 

This call flow represents Camel OCSI lookup and receives Connect. First SRI lookup returns the 

Forward to Number and Second SRI lookup happens on FTN which then returns MSRN for Call routing 

out to sip.  

Apply charging reports are sent periodically on call setup and post answer 
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9.7 SIP-SIP with single SRI Lookup returns TCSI, do CAMEL TCSI lookup returns 

continue, send SRI with suppress T-CSI flag, Returns MSRN 

This call flow represents GMSC terminating call with initial SRI lookup with T-CSI which returns No 

MSRN. IDP then sent with T-CSI and gets TCAP continue. Further SRI sent with (suppress T-CSI flag) 

which then returns MSRN. Call routed out to SIP with MSRN received. Apply charging reports are 

sent periodically on call setup and post answer. 
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9.8 SIP-SIP with single CAMEL OCSI lookup, SRI Lookup, do CAMEL TCSI 

lookup, send SRI with suppress TCSI flag, get MSRN 

This call flow represents GMSC originating and terminating flow with IDP O-CSI sent and received 
Continue. 
SRI sent with TCSI and no MSRN returned. IDP T-CSI sent with Continue received. SRI sent with 
Suppress T-CSI flag and gets MSRN. 
 
Apply charging reports are sent periodically on call setup and post answer. 
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10.0    Squire SIP Manipulation Engine (SSME) 
SSME enables SVI GMSC product to configure rules allowing for the filtering and manipulation of SIP 

methods and headers: 

 Removal of method’s headers  

 Modification of method’s headers  

 Additions of new headers  

 Response Code Mapping  

 Modification and addition of headers based upon contents of existing headers within 

same method  

 Multiple conditional support allowing for actions being performed depending on 

contents of method 

 Different actions can be applied to different SIP end points or groups of SIP endpoints 

For more information about SIP Manipulation Engine, please consult our online guide. 

 

 

http://www.squire-technologies.co.uk/docs/userguide/Squire-SIP-Manipulation-Engine-(SSME)-User-Guide-SQ00402.pdf
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11.0 Further Information 
You should now be able to update your Gateway Mobile Switching Centre successfully.   

If you require further help on the operation of the SVI or the MS, please visit http://www.squire-

technologies.co.uk/userguide/Default.htm using the login details which you have previously been 

provided, as this contains the information found here as well as numerous other helpful resources 

for configuring your service.  

http://www.squire-technologies.co.uk/userguide/Default.htm
http://www.squire-technologies.co.uk/userguide/Default.htm

